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Program Overview
The essential purpose of this event was to provide a space for 

group discussion and healthy argumentation through means of Civil 
Discourse. The ideas and methods are not anything new but 
having the organized practice of such methods are for CNU’s 
Campus. In recent weeks there have been a series of anonymous 
post to a social media account designed for students of color on 
Christopher Newport's campus to express concerns and 
grievances with various aspects of life such as culture, dating, 
social identity. Despite the potential benefits of igniting such a 
campus discussion it still has much room to grow. Partnering with 
various on-campus organizations to give different perspectives and 
also ways to encourage healthy discussion we have organized an 
event for students to come and talk to students with both similar 
and opposing viewpoints on the topics. The importance of this is to 
not just here grievances but also hear solutions and ways that we 
as a community can grow stronger and make progress for the 
better.

Methods
The Methods for this event followed the concepts 

created from previous events within the 2017-2018 
academic year. While partnering other various cams 
organizations such as The Black Student Union, NPHC, 
L.A.D.I.E.S, and an upcoming Multicultural and 
Inclusion Board.  The event was an initial discussion by 
a staff or faculty member. Following that the group of 
proximity 50 people was broken into four smaller 
groups. This was important to give safe space for more 
open and honest conversation on controversial and 
difficult topics. Each group was lead by at least one or 
two facilitators who were briefed beforehand and given 
guided questions to ensure the flow of dialog continued. 
Once a specific time limit had expired we reconvened in 
a larger group setting to share ideas gained and how 
they interact with other groups.

Civil Discourse Initiative
Educating and fostering the Christopher Newport University 

community with Space, tools, and principles to engage in civil 
discourse and the expression of freedom of speech.

Practice
● To give a better sense of validity A faculty member (Dr. 

Steven Harris) gave a group discussion in regards to race 
relations on college campuses especially ones with similar 
demographics to Christopher Newport.

● -he entire room was individually numbered to ensure 
randomization of people and hopeful ideas. 

● All Guided Questions derived from the different topics seen 
on the original social media page.

Conflicts
Conflicts that came from this event was the vastness of topics 

and the time frame given. Each topic such as Campus Adaption 
or Social Identity could have easily been given its own entire 
event. With these time constraints, many topics were felt 
“Glanced over” 

Another conflict was collaborations with other organizations 
and the smashing together of different visions. With all events 
that include more than one person, this becomes an issue.

Observations
-From initial Observations most of my assumption prior 

to the event were correct. I expected the initiation of 
conversation would be difficult and that it would be up to 
facilitators to begin. Once started the more controversial 
topic i.e Dating and race relations would spark the most 
dialogue. This was noticeable. What was surprising was 
the dialogue about the African American Community and 
their support of each other. This was a topic that was not 
apart of the initial questions nor was it discussed in any 
before meetings on the event planning. 
-Another surprising observation was the demographics of 
students. Despite there being a majority of African 
American students there were a sizeable number of 
students of different ethnicity ranging from Hispanic, 
Asian or either caucasian.
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Feedback
Feedback was collected by passing out flashcards to 
each member who attended. 
The overall results were promising. Most individuals 
stated there needs to be more of these discussions with 
various frequencies ranging from once a month to once a 
semester. There was also feedback in regards to 
logistical and event planning. These were comments 
such as “ More chairs and seating spaces” to “Larger 
room selections”.


